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PREFACE.
There are so man 3^ inaccurate statements con-

tained in the brief of plaintiff in error, the quotations

from testimony frequently so limited as to be unfair

and the statement of the case so incomplete, that we
feel called upon to file this short reply brief:

When this case was called for oral arifument,

plaintiff in error not having* yet filed a brief, (although

the record had been filed in this court nearly four

months) upon its motion was given twenty days from

that date, towit, October 3, in which to file and serve

its brief. It was filed, we understand, within timCj

but never served on us, and not until November 16tli

did we receive a copy thereof. This one copy was
furnished us by the clerk. We have lately been in-

formed by letter from the attorneys for the plaintiff in
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eri'oi', in auswer to our inquiry, thai three copies were

mailed to us when the original was filed and that three

other copies have since been mailed to us. But strange

to say, neithei" of the first three copies, nor the last

three copies have ever reached either counsel for de-

fendant in error.

We make this statement as embodjang our excuse

for filing this repl}^ brief at this late date.
X- =<• -:: * * * ^:-

( Note:—When our original brief was prepared we fully ex-

pected plaintiff in error would, in its brief, make a full

statement of the facts, and we therefore refrained from

doing so. This has not been done however, and we

now briefly state the case.)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.
Defendant in eri'or on October 26, 1903, while in

the emploj' of plaintiff in error, in its railroad yards at

Winuemucca, Nevada, (Tr. 49 and 50) as a j^ard switch-

ma]!, aud while in the performance of his duty as such,

in attempting to mount a slowly moving caboose in

the usual and ordinary manner, (Tr. 56) was struck just

back of aud above his right hip bone (Tr. 59) by a de-

fective switch stand, which leaned too close to the

track. (Tr. 49 to 59) He fell to the ground and the

wheels of the caboose passed over him.

It was necessary and usual and according to the

rules and regulations to mount cars as he was attempt-

ing to do, (Tr. 58.) His left leg was crushed and his

right foot mangled and hurt, necessitating amputation

of the left leg about three inches above the knee and

three of the toes of the right foot were removed, towit,

"the big toe and the next two to it,'' right close to the
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foot. (Tr. 59 to 61.) He was perfectly souud before

this. He was in the hospital a little over four months.

(Tr. 62.)

The yai-ds at Wimiemueca contain about fifteen f)i'

eighteen miles of tiackao-e. (Tr. 69-70) in the viciuity

where he was injured there were five tracks, (Tr. .51.)

In the yards are used high switches (Tr. 110) and what

some call "ground switches." To the latter class be-

longed the one which injured Burch. There were

about ten to fourteen of them in this yard. (Tr. 110.)

Strictly speaking they are not "ground switches." (Tr.

116,) This switch is thus described in the complaint:

A base which sat upon a tie on the ground beside

the track, an upright shaft or rod leading about three

feet, three inches from said base into the air, at the

top of which sat a lamp upon upright forks and also

four arms projecting eight inches from said shaft or

rod on the four sides thereof. (Tr. 2. See also testimony

Tr. 118.) This one was three and one-half feet high.

(Tr. 117.)

These upright forks or prongs holding the lamps

were bent so as to cause the tops of the lamps to lean

towards the track three or four inches (Tr. 83, 84 and

85) thereby bringing it too close to passing cars. The
head block or tie upon which the switchstaud

rested, by reason of the passage of the cars over it,

had become tilted also, so as to contribute to the lean-

ing of the switch. (Tr. 110-111.) In turning the

switch it revolved on aa axis at the base so as to cause

the shaft, lamp and target to describe a quarter circle,

auv^ it depended upon which track it was set for,

whether it leaned parallel with or directly towards the

track. When Burch was hurt it leaned towards the

track. (Tr. lU.)
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Tlu; switch stauds 3 feet G inches, or 42 inches

from the track No. 1, to which the caboose was running

from a cut-off, extending from another track. (Tr.

108). The caboose extends over the track towards the

switch 26 inches. (Tr. 159.) This leaves a space of

16 inches. The switch leaned 3 or 4 inches (Tr. Ill)

thus bringing it about 12 or 13 inches from the passing

car, when turned for the cut-off. At the place where

struck Burch is about 9 inches through, and he was

struck just behind the hip bone (Tr. 159).

About October 20th while passing by there Burch

was first caught by it and the bent and leaning condi-

tion and difficulty of working with it impressed his

mind. He realized it was not safe to work with and

must be fixed. (Tr. 77).

He thereupon reported it to the j^ardmaster as

"dangerous," saying some one would get hurt on it,

and again to the agent, Mr. Kitto. (Tr. 62). Both

promised to have it fixed. (Tr. 66-67).

Evidence was introduced showing that both the

yardmaster aud the agent had authority to order re-

pairs to be made to a defective switchstand. The
following witnesses so testified: Burch (Tr. 63-64 and

91-92 and 112); Fridley, a yardmaster, (Tr. 144 and

153-154 and 156); Fitzgerald, the assistant superintend-

ent, (Tr. 231, 232, 233, 234, 235); Smith, another yard-

master, (Tr. 281-282): Kitto the agent, (Tr. 321 and

322 and 323). (We wish here to correct the reference

p. at the foot p. 18 our original brief to read 321 in-

stead of 231).

And also that it was the custom for the yard-

master to order repairs. By Fridley (Tr. 155) and by
Kitto (Tr. 32.3) all without objection.
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Neither of these promises to repair was fulfilled

and the switch was not repaired.

Having- reported it and received promises from both

the yardmaster and agent that it would he fixed, he

dismissed it from his mind. He relied upon these

promises. (Tr. 89 and 103).

His work did not call him constantly to this

switch. Some days he would simply pass by it and

other days he would work with it- (Tr. 87). He was
called to all parts of the yard

On the day of the injury, Burch while facing and

watching his caboose and engine, and with his back to

the switchstaud, (which as before stated he had dis-

missed from his mind in reliance upon these promises

to repair,) attempted to mount his caboose (Tr. 52-54.)

In doing so it was necessary for him to grasp the

hand holds on the caboose, and as was customary to

straighten out his body (almost parallel with the

ground) in order to make a balance with the moving
car, and while in this position the switch stand struck

and tore him from the car. (Tr. 56-57).

Burch was 37 years of age when injured. (Tr.

71). He was earning from $95 to $100 per month and

was in line for advancement. (Tr, 114-115).

REPLY ARGUMENT.
ADMISSION OF FRIDLEY'S ANSWER TO BURCH's COM-

PLAINT, IF ERROR, WAS HARMLESS.

Counsel has made no attempt whatever to answer
our argument found on pp. 4 and 5 of our original

brief, that even conceding arguendo that it was error to

permit Fridley to testify to what reply he made to
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Burch wlien he complained of this dangerous switch-

stand, it would still be harmless error because Buroh

himself had already testified to it both on direct and

cross-examination as well as redirect, (Tr. t57, 91 and

113) without an}' objection or any motion to exclude

it. Fridley's testimony was therefore simply cumu-

lative.

Cases directl}^ in point are:

IIio:hland Boy Mining Co. v. Pouch, 124 Fed.
148, 150; (9th circuit).

Ins. Co. V. Ladd, 135 Fed. 636, 644, and other
cases cited on p. 5 of our brief.

No attempt is made to distinguish or explain any

of these cases and we urge that they conclusively bar

the i)laintiff in error from maintaining prejudicial error

on Judge Hawley's ruling upon this testimony.

BESIDES fridley's TESTIMONY WAS ENTIRELY PROPER.

(Answering pp. 6 to 24 brief of plaintiff in error).

On. pages 6 and 7 some of the testimony of defend-

ant in error is quoted and an effort is made to show

that the conversation between Burch and Fridley was

merely casual and would not constitute a complaint.

This is the very first intimation that Burch's com-

plaint or Fridley's promise were not suflBcieut or merely

casual and it is a complete departure from the assign-

ments of error. Nevertheless we can and will answer

the argument.

Burch himself had been caught by this switch-

stand because of its dangerous condition, and said "on

this particular occasion the difficulty of working with

it in that condition impressed my mind it was not safe

to work there, and it must be fixed." (Tr. 77; See

also 76 and 81 ). About an hour after that he reported
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it to his immediate superior as beiug "dangerous and

that somebody will get hurt on it
'

' it "needs fixing. '

'

(Tr. 66 and 67 and 84 and 85). Fridley replied. "Well

I will report it and see that it is fixed." Burcli said

he considered this a "i)romise" to him to have it fixed

(Tr. 95) and that lie lelied on it (Tr. 89 and 113) and

thereafter dismissed it from his mind. (Tr. 103.)

Counsel says on2^c(<j6 7 of /us briefs this was not a re-

quest to have tlie switch repaired. Clearly it was. It

could not be considered as anything else than a direct

request. The authorities are uniform that:

"No particular form of words is required to consti-

tute a complaint or a.ssurance."

And it is a question for the jury to determine if it

was a complaint or so intended.

Pieart v. Chicago Ry. Co., 47 N. W. 1017, 1019;

Rothenberger v. Co., (Minn.) 59 N. W. 531, 532-

Counsel further says on page 7 that "no promise" was

made to him, that the switch would be repaired. In

this, counsel is certainly mistaken, for Fridley said:

"Well I will i-eport it and see that it is fixed." (Tr.

67.) Burch said this was considered b}" him as a prom-

ise (Tr. 95) and he relied on it.

In addition to this Kitto promised to have the

switch repaired and ordered it repaired in the very

presence of Burch. (Tr. 64-67.)

Counsel seems to have entirely overlooked this

testimony.

Again, this was a question for the jury to deter-

mine. The courts seem all in accord in holding that

it is for the jury to determine as to the sufficiency of

the promise, whether the servant relied on it, etc.

Rothenberger v. Co., (Minn.) 59 N. W. 531.

See also cases cited on pages 20-28 our brief.
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Again at page 7 of his brief counsel says:

"No testimony upon the part of defendant in error

was to the effect that Mr. Fi'idley had the authority to

cause repairs to be made."

We cannot understand how counsel can make such

a statement. It is inaccurate, misleading and not ac-

cording to the fact.

On the following page of his brief (p. 8) is quoted

some of the testimon}^ of Burch showing authority in

Fridley. He testified:

"Q. Does he (the yardmaster) have authority to

order repairs?"

•'A. Yes, sir." (Tr. 63.)

This is direct and emphatic. It is true after it

was admitted counsel objected because it called for an

"opinion." But his objection was not sufficient to ex-

clude the evidence. He did not move to strike it out

and it was not stricken out.

However that may be, it subsequently appeared in

the testimony of Burch and Fridley as well as in the

testimony of three witnesses produced by plaintiff in

error that the yardmaster had authority to order re-

pair's made.

0)1 p. 8 counsel in his hrief prints a question and

answer in italics. The testimony is to the effect that

Burch did not know a circumstance where Fridley had

ever "ordered repairs and that they had been made."

That is en jirely beyond the question. If he had

the authority the fact he had not exercised it before

would be immaterial. Counsel throughout his brief

endeavors to make a distinction between a regular and

a temporar}^ yardmaster, and as Fridley was only

temporarj', he argues that we never established
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authority iu Fridley, because we had not shown that a

temporary yard master had this authority.

The answers to this argument are that nowhere in

the evidence does it appear that Burch knew Fridley

was only a tempoiary yardmaster. Nor does it make
any difference wliether it be a regular or temi)orary

yardmaster. The temporary'' yardmaster assumed the

duties of the yardmaster and if the regular yard-

master had this authorit}^, so too, did Fridley. The
case of Cunard Steamship Co. v. Carey, 119 U. S., 245,

is directly in point on this question for in that case the

servant who made the promise was only acting temp-

orarily—indeed had only been so acting for a few

hours, whereas Fiidley had been acting many days as

yardmaster.

Again on p. 10 of his ^/vV/ counsel italicizes a portion

of Burch's testimony. The intention undoubtedly is

to ])ersuade the court that Burch's understanding was
that Fridley would report the defect to some one else

who had the right \,oreport it to tlie employee who would

make the repairs. This is not at all what Burch in-

tended to say, and a careful perusal of his testimony

at pp. 90-92 of the transcript will show that he intend-

ed to say his understanding was that be (Fridley) would

report it some one else who did have the right to repair

the switchstand, and this ''some one else",was Kiley the

section foreman. Because on page 91 of the trans-

cript Burch says:

"I understood by my making my report to him

(B'ridley) he would make his report to the roan in

authority to make those repairs.'''' He does not say the

man in authority to order the repairs to be made by

some one else.

It has never been claimed that Fridle}'- himself as
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3'iii'draaster could mahe the repairs, but simply that he,

as well as Kitto, could order Riley the section foreman

to make the repairs. And this is all that is necessary.

A promise need not be obtained from the one who
makes the repairs, but simply from the one who in the

exercise of his authority could cause the repairs to be

made. This authorit}-- was established in the yard-

master bej'^ond any doubt.

But even if the yardmaatei* was required to report

it to Kitto, the agent, who was to report to Riley, we
would still come within the case of

Pieart v. Chicago Ry., (Iowa), 47 N. W. 1017,

1019.

For in that case it appeared the "j^ardraaster had

no authorit}^ to direct repairs, * * * it was his

duty to report to the trainmaster, who would determ-

ine the advisabilit}'' of furnishing whatever was re-

quired." This was held a sufiScent showing.

On 2>. 10 of his briefs counsel argues that the testi-

mony showing authority, "is utterly unworthy to re-

ceive serious consideration."

This is an argument for a jury and not an appel-

late court. The able judge who tried this case and

who saw the witnesses did not think it unworthy of

consideration. And in passing upon this proposition,

after a similar argument on motion for a new trial.

Judge Hawley said:

"The testimony of the plaintiff (Burch) was clear, direct and

positive upon all the material points in the case. There

was nothing in his manner, conduct, or appearance to

reflect upon his credit.'' (Tr. 32.

)
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Then too, even if lurch's testimony deserves the

characterization which counsel fastens to it, the

authority of the yardmaster was clearly established by

witnesses of plaintiif in errcn*. See quotations from

their testimony at pp. 16 to 20 inclusive of our original

brief.

On pp. 12 to 10 of his briefs counsel quotes testi-

mony of Fridley, prefacing it with the remark that it

was objected to by plaintill' in error. This statement

is misleading. The onl}' portion objected to was his

reply to Burch's complaint which had alread}' been

admitted without a murmur from plaintiff in eiror and

was therefoi-e properly before the jury.

An attempt is made by counsel to show that under
the law, some officer of the company must either ver-

bally or in writing authorize P^ridle\^ to order repairs.

This is not necessar}^ especially under the facts of this

case.

Fridley had worked in this yard and elsewhere for

this company a great many years, had become familiar

with the duties and authoritj'- of the j-ardmaster as

well as the custom at Winnemucca, of jT^ardmasters to

order repairs made. When he was placed at work as

yardmaster he was given no specific instruction; was
simply told to assume the yardmaster's duties and he

did so. (Tr. 151 to 156.)

A master may not place a yardmaster in charge of

its 5'ards and servants without specific verbal or

written directions as to his duties then claim that be-

cause thereof the scope of his authorit}' is curtailed.

It could as well be claimed that he had no authority to

direct the employees under him in their labors.

At pp. W ai,d 21 of his briefs counsel again departs

entirely from the assignments of error in bis discus-
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siou of the effect of the testimony as to the "custom"

in the Winnemucca yards. Absolutely no objection

was made to this testimony and it is too late now for

counsel to complain of its reception. He must "stand

or fall" on the objection made at the trial. Only ques-

tions raised in the assignments can be considered.

Walton V. Wild Goose, 123 Fed. 209, 211; (9th

circuit.)

Georcre v. Walhice, 135 Fed. 288, 295.

Counsel cannot change his theor}' in the appellate

court.

Lesser Cotton Co. v. Ry. 114 Fed. 142, 143.

Both Fridley and Kitto testified, loithout hint of ob-

jection^ that it was customary in Winnemucca for yard-

masters to order repairs and this testimony alone was

sufficient to establish authority in Fridley. (Tr. 155

and 231.)

For these reasons we entirely ignore the cases

cited on p. 20 of the brief, as we do not care to enter

into a dicussion falling entirel}'- without the issues

raised by the assignments. Had a timely objection

been raised to this evidende we should have had an

opportunity to either withdraw it, or offer to further

elaborate on it so as obviate any error.

At pp. '21 to ^^ of his brief, counsel quotes the direct

examination of witnesses for plaintiff in error to the

effect that the j^ardmaster had no such authority, and

this testimony is followed by the statement that "no

other testimony of plaintiff in error's witnesses is con-

tradictory to the same"
This statement is directly in the teeth of the

cross-examination of these self-same witnesses, except
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Riley (p. 22) whose testimony bears upon who had the

"power or right to make (not order) repairs," and

therefore does not bear upon the question under dis-

cussion.

We have quoted at pa.^-es IG to 20 of our brief the

testimony of these same witnesses, Fitzgerald, Smith

and Kitto, and from these quotations it unmistakably

appears that the yardmaster did have authority to or-

der or cause repairs to be made.

Counsel all the wa}- through argues this case as

tiiough he were arguing to a jury.

The courts hold that

"When by giving credit to the plaintiff's evidence and discred-

iting defendant's, plaintiff's case is made out, the case

cannot be withdrawn from the jury."

N. P. Ry. Co. V. Teatter, (8 Cir. Ct. App ) 63 Fed.

528.

Ry. Co. V. Conger, (5 Cir. Ct. App.) 56 Fed. 20.

Berry v. Chase, (6 Cir. Ct. App.) 146 Fed. 625,

627.

The same rule has practically been announced by

this court.

Aetna Indem. Co. v. Ladd, 135 Fed. 636, 648.

Counsel's argument is nothing more than a conten-

tion to have this court ''balance the evidence," and is

suflBciently answered by the excerpts quoted on page

31 of our brief, from

Minahan v. Ry. Co., 138 Fed. 37, 44.

Judge Hawley, after a fair trial and a motion for a

new trial at which the same argument was made, as

sufficiently appears from his decision, answered that

contention as follows:
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"The preponderance of evidence does not depend upon

the number of witnesses. This is not the governing

question. The truth is, there was a direct conflict up-

on the controlling point as to whether the plaintiff gave

notice to an agent of the defendant of the defective

switchstand, who was authorized, or whose duty it was,

to see that the repairs were made. There was ample

evidence to sustain the verdict. In such cases courts

would not, in my opinion, be justified in granting a new

trial upon the ground stated." (Tr. 33.)

II

THE BILL OF EXCEPTIONS IS INSUFFICENT UPON WHICH

TO RAISE ERROR TO THE INSTRUCTION.

(Answering pp. 24 to 30 brief of plaintiff in error)

Our contention, found at pp.8 to 15 inclusive of

our original brief is that as the bill of exception does

not purport to present all the evidence bearing on the

question of the authority of the 3^ardmaster to order

repairs, it will be presumed that there was sufficient

evidence upon which to base the instruction of the

court, leaving the question one of fact for the iury to

determine.

At jp. W of his hrief counsel's reply is found. He

states that the certificate of the trial court is in the

form required by law, this we deny, but if so, then he

should have shown by stipulation, or in some other

way, that all the evidence bearing upon this question

is contained in the bill, or that there was no other evi-

dence.

He makes an effort to distinguish our cases by

stating that the "weight of the evidence," is not in-
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volved in this ease, aud tliat the cases which we cite

are not analogous.

It is submitted that this is no answer to our

authorities. Counsel bases his assif^nment on tlie

hypothesis that there was no evidence on which to give

the instruction. All the cases cited in our brief cover

this very point. True, some are cases where the giv-

ing" or refusal to give peremptory instructions was in-

volved. But that does not differentiate the cases.

Others, however, are cases where complaint is made
of instructions, precisely as here, such as:

Yates V. United States, 90 Fed. 57, 62; (9th cir-

cuit;)

Chicago Ry. v. Price, 97 Fed* 423, 424;

United States v. Patrick, 73 Fed. 800, 806;

and cases cited at foot of p. 11 of our original brief.

A recent authority to the same effect is:

Franklin Co. v. Fui-ry, (1906) 144 I^^ed. 663, 664.

At J). ^5 of his bn'ef counsel makes this statement:

"Even counsel for defendant in error 'frankly ad-

mit' that no evidence upon any point involved upon

this appeal is excluded."

We flatly refute that statement.

What we did say will be found on p. 9 of our

original brief and it was simpl}' an admission that the

exhibits there referred to "have no bearing upon the

question." Nothing more. We called the court's at-

tention to the exhibits for the purpose of showing the

court that it affirmatively appeared from the bill that

it did not contain all the evidence. Then to continue

the fairness which we have manifested throughout

this case we made this admission. But we never did

admit that the record contained all the evidence on the
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point involved and do not admit it now. Nor can tlie

court say from this record that there was no evidence

upon wliich to base this instruction.

Judn^e Hawley says: "There was ample evidence

to sustain the verdict." (Tr. 33.)

Counsel in his brief does not maintain that he has

presented all the evidence.

We still insist that the bill is fatally defective.

III.

"Where incompetent evidence of a material

fact is admitted the court will not order a new
trial, when the point has been, or is, sufficiently

proved by other and competent evidence "

(See pa^e 8, our original brief.)

Atpage W of his hrief counsel admits the above quo-

tation to be the law. He therefore admits away his

ease, for, though he makes the assertion that no com-

petent evidence whatever was introduced establishing

authority in the yardmaster, the fact remains that the

assistant superintendent Fitzgerald (Tr. 231, 232, 233

and 235), the yardmaster Smith, (Tr. 277 to 283) and

the agent Kitto (Tr. 321 to 323) all witnesses produced

by plaintiff in error testified that the yardmaster had

the authority.
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IV.

At pages 27 and ,'^S of his briefs counsel attempts to

distinguish two cases relied on by us, but the case at

bar cannot be distiu^'uish«d from those cases. If any-

thing this is a strongei* case than either of the two re-

ferred to.

It is therefore urged that:

I. Assignment I (Tr. 39-40) should be overruled because,

(a) If error at all, it was harmless, other evidence to

the same effect having already been admitted without

objection and no motion having been made to strike it

out; and

( b) The authority of the yardmaster to order or

cause repairs to be made was abundantly established.

II. Assignment II (Tr. 40) should be overruled because,

(a) There is no sufficient bill of exceptions upon

which to base it, it not appearing that all the evidence

covering the question involved has been brought before

this court;

(b) Under all the evidence it was proper to leave

the question to the jury;

(c) Plaintiff in error by its requests practically

invited the the court to leave this question to the jury,

(See our original brief, pp. 32 to 34;) and,

(d) Having failed to request the court to instruct

the jury that the yardmaster had no such authority,

plaintiff in error thereby admitted there was evidence

upon the fact, which it was proper to leave to the con-

sideration of the jury. (See cases cited p. 33, our

original brief.

)

Respectfully submitted,

Hiram H. Henderson.

Herbert R. Macmillan,

^Attorneys for Defendant in Error,




